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Teaching – Lesson Content 

 

Year Group 5 Start date 04/09/19 End date 18/10/19 
 

HISTORICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL UNDERSTANDING 

 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL UNDERSTANDING 

History 
 

1. History of athletics 
2. History of the Olympics 
3. History of football 
4. History of rugby 
5. History of cricket 
6. History of tennis 
7. History of cycling 
8. Tour de France 

 

Geography 
 

1. Investigate which countries have 
held the Olympics? Why? What 
was the impact of the Olympics 
within that country?  

2. Research why Olympians train 
in different countries? Consider 
climate change/weather 
conditions. 
 

Scientific Enquiry 
 

Animals including Humans 
 

1. To find out how scientific ideas 
about food and diet were 
tested in the past and how this 
has contributed to our 
knowledge of a balanced diet. 

2. To investigate some different 
food groups and find out why a 
variety of foods is important for 
a healthy diet 

3. To find out how nutrients and 
water are transported in the 
human body.  

4. To investigate what happens to 
the heart when we exercise 
and why. 

5. To investigate how muscles 
move the skeleton and how 
muscle activity requires 
increased blood flow 

6. To investigate the effects of 
tobacco, alcohol and other 
drugs 

7. To evaluate what we can do to 
keep our bodies healthy. 

Design Technology 
 

1. Design, make and evaluate own 
sculpture of a sporting activity, e.g. 
running track or bars in Gymnastics. 
Try to stick closely to Olympic sports.  

 

     

ICT    MFL 

  
1. e-safety 
2. Researching and creating a 

multiple choice quiz on the 
ancient Greeks using PowerPoint 

3. Retell Aesop’s fables by creating 
digital storybooks or posters 

 
Let’s visit a French town 
 

1. Who lives where? 
2. I go to school to learn 
3. Where is the library? 
4. Maths 
5. Welcome to my Home 
6. Ordinal Nos 
 

     

UNDERSTANDING THE ARTS  UNDERSTANDING PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT, HEALTH AND WELLBEING 

THEME – Famous People 
 
English – Drama – freeze-frame & thought-
tracking, Locating evidence in non-fiction books, 
Diary writing, Information Text 
Maths – Timeline  
Workshop – Sports person (Nigel Levine -400m 
olympian GB runner) 
MOE – Sports Tournaments 
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Art & Design 
 

1. Study examples of  

Music 
 

Happy, a pop song by Pharrell 
Williams 

1. Listen & Appraise 

2. Musical activities 

3. Perform the song 

 

PE 
 
Games 
Unit 1 – Invasion games (Hockey & 
Soccer) 
 
Gymnastics 
Unit Y – Synchronisation & Canon 
 
Football  tournaments 
Rugby world cup 
Cricket tournaments 
Tennis tournaments 
 
 
 

PSHE & Citizenship 
 
Feelings & emotions 

1. To recognise and respond 
appropriately to a wider range of 
feelings in others 

2. To develop the ‘concept of 
keeping of keeping something 
confidential or secret’, when we 
should or should not agree to 
this and when it is right to ‘break 
a confidence’ or ‘share a secret’ 

3. To recognise what constitutes a 
positive, healthy relationship and 
to develop the skills to form and 
maintain positive healthy 
relationships 

 
Healthy Relationships 
1. To understand that their actions affect 
themselves and others 
2. To judge what kind of physical contact is 
acceptable or unacceptable and how to 
respond. 
3. To work collaboratively towards shared 
goals 
4. To develop strategies to resolve 
disputes and conflict through negotiation 
and appropriate compromise and to give 
rich and constructive feedback and 
support to benefit others as well as 
themselves 
 

 
 

RE/Christian Value 

Agreed syllabus – Creation 
Harvest 

 
Christian Value - Friendship 

 


